One-class classification for model generation using only one sample category plays an important role in particular object recognition, missing category treatment and prediction of geographic event distributions. However, traditional one-class classification algorithm is difficult to achieve high accuracy in remote sensing because of existing larger amounts of spatial bands in remote sensing image as well as uncertainty or inconsistency information in relatively few training samples. To solve these problems, this study proposed a sparse and stratified sampling method for one-class classification of remote sensing images (SSSOCC). Spatial features were first divided into multiple groups which have different sample subspaces through sparse description and stratified sampling. Each group trained a one-class support vector machine as a sub-classifier, and then made joint decisions according to multiple sub-classifiers. Experiments show that our method's classification accuracy and stability are better than those of traditional one-class support vector machine. Thus, this study could meet the demands for one category land use or cover information extraction from remote sensing images. It could also solve problems such as larger amounts of spatial bands, uncertainty or inconsistency information in relatively few training samples.
Introduction
Supervised classification algorithm for image classification in remote sensing can automatically obtain land use/covering information from remote-sensing images timely and accurately using a classification model obtained by training samples [1] . Traditional methods usually require inputted samples with complete category structure and containing all categories of the entire image [2] . However, the following situations are encountered in practice: users are only interested in a particular type of land coverage; data of several categories of sample may be lacking or difficult to collect; an image contains too much categories and they cannot be all listed; data contain only a category of information (such as location of a specific geographic incident). Traditional methods cannot adapt to the above situations, thus cannot conduct effective classification [3, 4] . By contrast, one-class classifier (OCC) can distinguish objects by studying only one category of samples [5] .
State of the Art
At present, OCC mainly uses probability density, boundary, super-sphere , distance, and some other technologies, which have attracted attention from various fields. [6] distinguished oil spills and non-oil spills area in the synthetic aperture radar image with OCC. [7] separated specific types of wetlands with OCC. [8] analyzed the function of several types of OCCs in the prediction geographic spatial events. [9] solved the problem too much categories in the changes detection of high-resolution image with OCSVM. [10] proposed an interactive method to improve the quality of one-class remote-sensing samples. [11] presented a one-class classification method based on maximum information entropy method. [12, 13] improved the accuracy of one-class classification by introducing unlabeled samples. Although the above studies have achieved good results, following problems are still encountered in remote sensing image classification:
Most one-class algorithms are derived from outlier detection technology, which is very sensitive to sparse data, and the increase in dimension will directly cause sparsification of the data, and higher dimension produces more sparse data [14] . One-class algorithm needs more samples to determine the boundary of the category because of absence of an opposition category [15] . The accuracy is lower when samples are insufficient. Remote sensing images include more spatial bands or spatial feathers (such as texture information of gray-level co-occurrence matrix), and the type boundaries are generally not definite. At the same time, the proportion of sample quantity in the entire image is relatively low; some single sample is next to nothing (such as, the place of rare wild animals showing up). All of these problems greatly affect the accuracy of one-class algorithm, thereby limiting their function for image classification in remote sensing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 proposed the stratified sampling algorithm and construction process of remote sensing image one-class classifier. Section 4 analyzes the method and compares the classification result with traditional OCSVM. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions.
Methodology
One-class classifier is different from the traditional dualclass and multi-class classifier: It can obtain the model based on probability density, boundary, super sphere or distance by studying the sample with only one category; this model can judge on an input data and get the conclusion that whether the data belong to the input category.
Sample and feather sparseness description
The sparseness of the sample determines difficulty of the one-class classification, so feather sparseness can be used as an important index to distinguish the classification ability of features on the behavior of one-class classifier [12] . The sample of remote sensing images can be described with the triple <x, y, s>, where, x is the spatial feather of the sample x={b 1 , b 2 ,... , b FN } contains FN spatial properties. y is category label y={1, -1}, there, 1 means that it belongs to a certain category, while -1 means the opposite; s is class label and s={1,0}, there, 1 means there is class label, while 0 means the opposite. All data for one-class classification problems when s=1 contain only samples when y=1, while samples when s=0, the situation can be y=1 or y=-1. For a sample set, although for samples without category labels, their category may be 1 or -1, they can still show the rule of sparseness with labeled samples [16, 17] . For the set of N samples containing M labeled samples, a certain spatial feature can be divided into K subsections in the way of equal depth (with same numbers), each subsection contains N/K samples; the subsection of i contains NS labeled samples and NN unlabeled sample, NS+NN=N/K, and the probability of containing labeled samples is:
The sparseness of this attribute containing labeled sample can be described as:
The value of this formula is a non-negative number, the lower the result is, the sparser the labeled samples distribute, and vice versa. With this formula, we can describe and distinguish effects of spatial features on the single-class distinction.
Division of stratified samples
Random forest or ensemble classifier algorithm improve its classification precision and prevent over fitting through the co-decision of multi sub-classifiers, one of key principles of this classifier is that there is sufficient differences between sub-classifiers. Stratified sampling is a method for extracting samples from each group after grouping samples, studies show that this method can better ensure the differences between sub-spaces of samples than simple random sampling [19] . By using this method, the features of remote sensing image can be divided into several subsets, and sufficient differences between subsets can be maintained. An feature set A={A 1 , A 2 ,... , A N } describes a sample space, the characteristic φ i of every A i can be calculated with Formula (2), the normalization of the attribute can be described as:
With the normalization formula, the attribute description can be mapped to 0 and 1, and all attributes are grouped according to Formula (3):
(1) All attributes are ranked in descending order according to Formula (3). (2) A is divided into two groups: A s and A w according to the specified threshold value α. A s has a higher sparseness, while A w has a lower one,
At this point, the attribute space is divided into two groups with different characteristics: A s and A w , the stratified subspace is divided into T groups, NUM spatial attributes of each group can be calculated with the following algorithms:
Spatial partitioning algorithms of stratified samples
A1= RandomSelect (As, N1); Selecting N1 attributes from As randomly A2= RandomSelect (Aw, Num-N1); Selecting the rest attributes from Aw
End return Partition; End
The method can partition A into T groups of attribute subspaces, and each contains NUM spatial attributes. At least one of them comes from the group with higher sparseness, the rest part come from the lower one. We can obtain several groups of sub spaces with great differences between groups, yet less inter-group features
One-class support vector machine
The training objective of OCSVM is to find a smallest super sphere containing all the samples for the given sample l <x i ,y=1,s=1>(i=1,2,…,l), the calculation formula is as follows:
where,
is used to adjust the volume of the sphere and the number of sample, which are not included in the sphere. With this optimized formula, a spatial super sphere constituted by a i can be obtained, the formula for judging whether an unknown sample is within the sphere is as follows:
The inner product (x i .x j ) can be replaced by the kernel function K (x i , x j ). With OCSVM, we can study one-class samples and obtain the classification model of the spatial super-sphere. In the classification prediction, a sample belongs to a specific category if the sample is inside the sphere.
Construction process of SSSOCC for image classification in remote sensing
The construction process of SSSOCC for remote sensing image classification is shown as Figure 1 The construction process of the algorithm is as follows: (1) For a remote-sensing image containing N features, M one-class training samples are introduced. Each feature is specified to be divided into K sections with the same depth, (K−1)*M unlabeled samples are drawn randomly from this image, and the sparseness of each feature can be calculated using Formula 2. (2) A normalized description of the sparseness is obtained using Formula 3 and the band is ranked and specified in a descending order:
All the spatial attributes are divided into two groups: A s and A w . The number of spatial attributes NUM of each subattribute space is specified, and the results obtained after stratified sampling is partitioned with the spatial portioning algorithm of the stratified samples. (3) For each set of features in the partition, the corresponding features of the training sample are selected to construct subsamples; the subsamples of each group train an OCSVM as a subclassifier using Formula 4. (4) All the subclassifiers are combined as an ensemble classifier; each OCSVM subclassifier can make judgments using Formula 5. If Formula 5 is satisfied and the output result is 1 or −1, then the final output of the ensemble classifier is as follows:
If the output of the ensemble classifier is 1, then the input data belong to the same category with the sample data; if the output is −1, then the opposite is true. According to the above steps, SSSOCC classifier can be constructed, which contains the T subclassifiers. Each subclassifier has corresponding NUM spatial features; as such, the spatial features of the subclassifier are reduced. Meanwhile, the accuracy and generalization ability are improved because of the integrated decisions of multiple classifiers.
Analysis of Results and Discussion
This paper selects Landsat-8 as test data. The image was obtained on August 9, 2013 in the northern part of Xiang Hai National Reserves in Jilin Province. The image size was truncated to 1024×1024, has 11 spatial bands in total, and a spatial resolution of 30m×30m. The land of this region is mainly covered by waters, saline and alkaline lands, farmlands, and grasslands, as shown in Figure 2 : Fig. 2 . Image of the study area (composite of bands 5, 6, 4) This research uses Matlab to implement all algorithms. Grassland is chosen as the test object of one-class classification because of the absence of certain boundaries at the junctions of grasslands, saline and alkaline lands and cultivated lands. Through artificial selection, 700 grassland samples and 500 non-grassland samples are selected randomly from 700 grassland samples; 200 of them are selected randomly as the one-class training samples, the rest 500 samples are taken as testing samples. The 200 samples selected are further divided into 20 groups of samples. The SSSOCC and OCSVM algorithm proposed in this paper are then trained. When the number of subclassifier T=5 in SSSOCC algorithm and the number of attribute NUM=3 in each group, the accuracies of these two algorithms are shown in the following table and figures: Table 1 and Figures 3 and 4 show the comparisons of the two methods. In the identification of grasslands, the classification accuracy of SSSOCC in all sample set is better than that of OCSVM; the highest accuracy of SSSOCCC reaches to 95.4%, whereas that of OCSVM is 91.8%. When there are only 10 samples, the accuracy of SSSOCCC reaches 81.2%, whereas that of OCSVM is 63.6%. The main reason is that samples with more than 11 bands have shown obvious sparsification, and only 3 input attributes are present in each subsamples of SSSOCC; thus, this problem is avoided. At the same time, we can see the classification accuracy of SSSOCC is stable all the time (Figure 3 ), whereas that of OCSVM fluctuates greatly when the number of samples is small. In addition, the accuracies of SSSOCC are higher than that of OCSVM in all 20 groups. In the identification of non-grassland, the accuracy of SSSOCC reaches 94.4% to 98.2%, and that of OCSVM reaches 95.8% to 99.9%. Thus, both algorithms achieve higher accuracy.
Furthermore, both algorithms show higher accuracy in the grassland identification accuracy than in the non-grassland identification accuracy, which is determined by the characteristics of super sphere. That is, lower accuracy of the grassland identification indicates smaller super sphere and lower possibility of non-grassland misidentification. The non-grassland identification accuracy of OCSVM is higher before the 100th sample, because there are fewer samples showing sparsification at this moment; thus, the corresponding super sphere is smaller. The non-grassland identification accuracy of SSSOCC is lower from the 10th to 100th sample, because its model is constituted by multiple subclassifiers. However, the increase in grassland identification accuracy of OCSVM cannot make up for its overall accuracy; the accuracy of OCSVM is lower than that of SSSOCC in general. Table 1 and Figure 1 show that the classification accuracy and stability of SSSOCC are higher than that of traditional OCSVM algorithm. The classification results are shown in Fig. 4 . Moreover, SSSOCC algorithm is also more continuous inside the grasslands with less miscellaneous points, which indicates that the identification ability of SSSOCC is better than that of OCSVM.
Conclusions
Sparse and stratified sampling method was introduced into one-class classification of remote sensing images to solve problems on larger amounts of spatial bands, uncertainty or inconsistency information in relatively few training samples.
(1) Sparseness description can describe distinguishable degree of a spatial feature for remote sensing images classification. Through sparseness description, stratified sampling divides spatial features of a remote sensing image into several subsets having sufficient differences. Each subset can train a sub-classifier. Combining the subclassifiers can create a decision model, and multi subclassifiers can give a powerful classification ability to this model.
(2) With the help of sparse and stratified sampling method, SSSOCC's classification accuracy and stability are higher than traditional OCSVM algorithm; even in the case of the number of training samples is relatively small. SSSOCC is more appropriate to deal with the one-class classification problems in remote sensing images.
This study can meet the demands for one-class classification of remote sensing images and obtain land use or cover information accurately. However, the method is limited by special image resolution conditions, such as moderate or low resolution remote sensing images. Further study is needed to solve the problem in high resolution remote sensing images.
